YEAR OF THE RAT
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The Jews have used the dates of significant events for centuries to throw curses at
Gentiles. Also as most of us know, numbers and certain times.
2020 is the Chinese Year of the Rat. Throughout millennia, rats are synonymous
with plague.
For more information read the link below:
https://web.archive.org/web/20180724015 ... ft.htm.htm
Strange coincidence... One of the very worst plagues in known history occurred in
the year of 1348. Another YEAR OF THE RAT.
This plague nearly wiped out 3/4 of WHITE Europe.
https://www.asia-home.com/china/newyear ... ang/en.php
"The plague that caused the Black Death originated in China in the early to mid1300s and spread along trade routes westward to the Mediterranean and
northern Africa. It reached southern England in 1348 and northern Britain and
Scandinavia by 1350."
Britannica Black Death | Causes, Facts, and Consequences
https://www.britannica.com/event/Black-Death
There are a lot of posts and articles on the internet now claiming the coronavirus
was deliberately created by the Israeli Mossad working with communist China to
create a bioweapons device aimed at destroying White populations. This got out
of control, or there was an accident.
Chinese nationals who have no freedom of speech are writing about this in codes
on social media, using the word "Chernobyl" in place of the word "coronavirus."
This artificially and deliberately created biological weapons virus obviously
backfired and got out of control.

Of course the Jews want open travel as this affects business. With the Jews, it's
always business as usual.
In closing, all of the above smacks of Jews again.
I've noted that given the advanced technology, artificial earthquakes, abnormally
powerful and destructive storms, artificially engineered pestilence and yes,
plagues can be created through artificial means.
People who are uneducated, vulnerable, those who frighten easily, those who
are gullible, especially Christians and Muslims, believe these are "acts of god."
They believe these are prophesies and this gives that Jew concocted goddamned
bible credibility. Since the Bible and Koran are the bulwark for the Jews, the more
people who are frightened into believing these lies, the better chance the Jews
have. Sadly, many people are afraid not to believe in those lies.
Most are idiots and cowards.
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